EXPERIENCE ART TRAIL TENDER:

DISS MERE
SITE INFORMATION AND CONTEXT

|

LOCATION:

Mere St, Diss, IP22 4AH
GRID REFERENCE:

TM 11692 79778
SITE FOOTAGE & ASSETS:

Link >>
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Introduction
Diss is a cherished market town in South Norfolk.
Nestled within the beautiful Waveney Valley, Diss
historically traded in the wool and linen textile
industries. One area, known as the Heritage
Triangle, has recently undergone a £3.4 million
regeneration programme, designed to transform
the heart of its commercial centre.
It is also home to one of the deepest natural
inland lakes in the United Kingdom. The six-acre
body of water, known as Diss Mere, has been
subject to considerable speculation: according to
ancient folklore, it was once considered
bottomless and formed in the crater of an
extinct volcano. Geology suggests, however, that
its origins extend back to the Ice Age – that it was
created by a glacier retreat. Nobody knows for
sure.
A beautiful, frequented spot at the entrance
to Diss Park and mouth of the Mere invites an
application for a new artwork.
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Site Considerations
This is a lake and park setting cherished by its

with a cross section of locals: including families,

An annual carnival attended by 7000 people is

community, with very visible site lines.

homeless people, travellers, those with

hosted in the park, the next one is scheduled for

disabilities and a wide span of age groups.

2022.

There is an appreciation for public art: a new

The final artwork will be subject to planning

piece ‘Beacon of Hope’ was recently installed in

permission. Creative Giants will work with

This site is residential, centrally located and

the upper area of the park to recognise the

successful artists to gain pre-application advice

connects to Mere Street and the

impact of COVID-19 on the community. It also

and prepare planning applications before the final

local independent shops.

extends a thank you to the NHS.

application is made.

The location is close to a fairly busy road, but set

A plan is underway to extend the Beacon of Hope

in away from it.

base to include a seating area, maps and trails

The proposed artwork will potentially be viewed
from all angles of the park.

around the town as well as a commemorative
The site surface is flat (no gravel) and suitable for time capsule involving local schools to create
wheelchair users.

unique material to record this tough time in
history.

The proposed artwork will be close to the lake and
birds may perch on it – as such it may be

Diss Mere is located directly on the Norfolk Way

susceptible to bird droppings. Materials used will

walking route.

need to be considerate of potential staining and
erosion.

There are two Beacon walking trails – one 2km
long that follows the historic centre of Diss and

There is an accessible pathway right around the

another that is 12km, taking in local villages plus a

park and nearby access to car parks, public

cycling trail (15km).

toilets & cafes.
Diss Town Mere is situated within
There is a steady footfall throughout the day | CREATIVE GIANTS art © 2021

the Waveney Valley.
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Artwork Brief
Create one permanent artwork (minimum of 10 years) at the
mouth of Diss Mere.
It may be useful to speak to Royal Holloway University about their
research findings (see 'CONTEXT') and to reference these in your
design.
It’s important that artwork designs mean something to the
community and resonate with the location.
There’s an annual Christmas light ‘switch-on’ event at the site
location late November, which incorporates a temporary small
funfair. The positioning / sculpture dimensions will need to take
this event into consideration.
Ideally the artwork would not be too wide or too tall (otherwise it
will obstruct the view of the Mere).
The newly created artwork must not block access paths.
The Diss community noticeboard - facebook page has 18k
followers, which may be useful for community engagement
and/or to promote the piece.
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Local Considerations

Context

There has been discussion about incorporating the new artwork into the

Royal Holloway University is currently researching the history of Diss Mere and hosted a science open

'Beacon of Hope' sculpture trail - which aims to increase footfall around the
town / centre and encourage tourists to visit.
Artwork tourism will be positive for local residents and will bring people to a

day in July 2021 - revealing the results of five years of laboratory research.
Speaking with climatologists, archaeologists and geographers, they have pieced together clues on the
history of human occupation at Diss Mere and reconstructed patterns in climate change over the past

new place - there’s a lot of passing trade here.

10,000 years.

The town council owns both the park and the Mere and they are hoping this

The Doomsday Book records the name of the town as ‘Disce’, a Saxon word for ‘a pool of standing

new artwork will be an opportunity to engage more with the community.

water’.
The Corn Hall is a thriving arts and theatre venue in the historic quarter of the town, that works with all
sectors of the community and relies heavily on its volunteer base. It was recently refurbished as part
of a £3.4 million Heritage Triangle Project.
Diss has a fantastic local volunteer community, lots of people are willing to help and get involved in
projects and recently were engaged with supporting the 'Beacon of Hope' public artwork.
Other local events include: a European Organ Festival and trail.
Poet Laureate John Skelton (1460-1529) was born in Diss.
Diss Town Mere historically traded in wool and linen textile industries. From this income, the market
town constructed many of its medieval buildings, which survive today.
Home to over 50,000 fish, the Mere’s also housed a few extraordinary items over the years including
an acrylic cast of a human head and a 122lb (55kg) 8ft catfish.
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Character Profile & Survey Responses
Public Considerations Revealed By Our Survey

"Make elements of it interactive - kinetic
energy perhaps”

“Would you like a creative researcher to people. Management of the human
track down quirky stories, places, people, impact on our sensitive landscape, as
experiential possibilities? I'd adore that!” things are installed and then accessed by
“Please consider involving refugees and
the public.”
asylum seekers...to help integrate...them “Will local artists be allowed to take
with...their new community”
part?”
“Engage young teenagers who are rurally
isolated to create community art works,
“Include the seldom heard groups...they “I would love to see different sensory
maybe sculptures or murals with local
have plenty to say, but do not always do experiences explored in the arts trail artists such as Andy Jarrett”
it in conventional ways.”
smell, sound etc”
“Ask young people what they want and
“Make it accessible to people who cannot “I guess there is a problem with public
hear what they say”
cycle or walk far (develop a virtual
proofing the sculptures so that
version of it?) Involve the schools”
vandalism is addressed”
“(Create) changing temporary exhibits
made from recycled materials which the
“How will you work with communities, in “Find...a nice view and paint...it and
community collects for this purpose,
a meaningful rather than tokenistic way? display...it there so we can see the
which encourage people to walk/cycle...
changes”
regularly”
“How will you embrace carbon issues as
part of the project?”
“Consider visually and physically impaired
| CREATIVE GIANTS art © 2021
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Character Profile & Survey Responses
Write a short dating advert for the wider South Norfolk region

'Back to nature traditionalist looks to the excitement of a modern urbanite
for a lifestyle mixing the fast pace buzz with laid back living.'
'Mature, gentle country dweller. Handsome but peppered with potholes.
Likes long country walks, nature and big skies.'
'Come hold my hand and let me lead you to the quiet places. Let me show
(you) leafy lanes and rustling riverbeds where the birds sing and
chatter…beautiful historic places and magical sunsets.'
'Well connected, self-assured but somewhat insular person needs someone
to help them broaden their horizons.'
'A safe bet and not challenging, as I’m behind the times and not particularly
open to the new.'
'Outstanding natural environments are my secret weapon...I'd love to take
you on a journey that will get you creatively involved and intrigue you...as
well as imparting a little knowledge that will inspire you long after you
leave...'
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Character Profile & Survey Responses
Untold Stories

“The parish I live in has a long history, first established in the 1600's (the)
parish church...served a nearby leper hospital with a...window where the
lepers would be given food and listen to the service.”
“Buttercup fields that appear in summer. Geocaches awaiting discovery…”
“The wealth of history, heroism and drama surrounding the dozens of USAAF
airfields situated in South Norfolk during WW2”
“Otters have been successfully reintroduced here.”
“We have a very diverse community due to the history of migration.”
“I've only recently moved here in lockdown but the main thing I have gauged
about the area is that people are very friendly and happy to help each other
out.”
“Edith Cavell (nurse) was born here, George Szirtes (poet) lives here and the
pond in the middle of Diss is at least a thousand feet deep”
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IF THE WIDER SOUTH
NORFOLK REGION WAS A
PERSON, HOW WOULD YOU
DESCRIBE THEM?

|
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What Is Missing?

"Spontaneity”

“More things for young people to do”

“Open mindedness and acceptance for
the new”

“South Norfolk is a little bit like stepping
back in time 50 years! Consistent 4g
signal would be a good start!“

“Dynamism; a forum for local views and
debate…(and)...global issues”
“Dark sky experiences”
“More culture, more international
outlook”

“It would be nice to have more of a sense
of a village centre. My village is really
spread out and everyone is either under
13 or over 60”
“More wellbeing services accessible to
all”

“A linked up approach to
creative endeavours“
“Free/affordable access to bikes, kayaks
so people are able to access & engage in
what's on their doorstep”
“An interactive adventure area for the
whole family“
“A place for teens to hang out in, the
youth in South Norfolk have been
totally forgotten“

“Diversity, Life, Community hubs”
“Well signed walks”

“Fun Activities to do with family and
friends, I think this district needs a little
bit of tang to it”

“Places to meet other single people”
“Colour, thought provoking art”
“More modern aspects to balance/
complement the old”
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attractive”
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Aspirations

“The quirky coolness of Berlin...mixed
with the National Trust”
“Sustainable living to be the norm. More
time in people's lives for rest and
recreation.”
“More cosmopolitan and less
conservative”
“Diverse, exciting and ambitious”
“Less white, and have protected and
loved our natural landscape”
“A creative ‘go to’ part of the country
which excels in arts festivals”
“Embracing the culture for local produce
and supporting small independents”
“Cater for disabled people - access to all
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the sites and amenities”
“People will travel there specifically for
the quality of its culture & its supportive
artistic community”

“Celebrat(ing) our native wildlife, the
wealth of beautiful creatures, hares,
owls, amphibians and wetland birds in
ever increasing danger”

“Protect the green algae...hedgehogs,
“More cycles than cars”
newts and toads (and)..the lungs of
children whose air is polluted by exhaust
“Climate change is tackled full on so large fumes”
areas of Norfolk are not underwater!”
“Environmentally green/clean colourful,
“An oasis of calm”
modern solutions, accessible resources
for community"
“Outward looking, welcoming and a more
evenly spread demographic”
“A rewilding leader, with a focus on
greener living available and encouraged
for all “
“A clear environmental vision; a county
with a well-established sharing economy“
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